Insulation Products for Commercial and Industrial Applications:

Thermal Performance of Coatings Used to Insulate Pipes, Ducts, and Equipment

This fact sheet analyzes and discusses performance claims and recommendations by manufacturers of coatings (sometimes called ceramic coatings) used to insulate piping and equipment in mechanical applications.

Introduction

Over the past several years, manufacturers of insulating coatings have widely promoted the high R-values that their products provide. When used to insulate pipes, ducts and equipment, thermal resistances or R-values of R-19 or R-20 have been touted to owners of buildings and industrial facilities. These kinds of performance claims may seem attractive, especially when manufacturers say that a single coat of their product can provide such high thermal insulation values. However, a closer look at these coatings will confirm the old adage “If it sounds too good to be true, it probably is.” The purpose of this fact sheet is to analyze in a technically credible manner the real thermal insulating performance of these coatings.

Thermal Performance Considerations

Thermal energy (heat) flows by one of three ways, those being conduction, convection or radiation. Conduction is the transfer of heat due to contact between molecules of any material. Different materials conduct heat at different rates, such as polystyrene coffee cups versus glass cups. Convective heat transfer is the result of the movement of gases, typically air, carrying heat energy.

The testing shows that the coatings, even at thicknesses that are above those typically installed in field use, are three times less effective as insulators than ½ inch of mineral fiber insulation.

The convection can be natural, caused by density differences in the gas at different temperatures, or it can be forced like wind blowing against a hot surface. Radiative heat transfer occurs through the exchange of energy waves between two bodies of different temperatures. The higher the temperature difference between the two bodies, the higher the heat transfer. A good example is the transfer of energy from the sun through the vacuum of space to
earth. Radiant energy transfer can be enhanced or reduced through the energy emitting characteristics of the two surfaces. Certain surface treatments enhance energy transfer; others retard it.

Depending on the conditions that exist around a hot surface, the primary mode of heat transfer can vary. Most thermal insulations used today address all three modes of heat transfer. One exception to this is very low emittance surfaces such as bright foils. In this case, the foil can provide a fairly high amount of thermal resistance if there is no forced or natural air movement around the foil surface and as long as the foil retains its bright surface, un tarnished by oxidation or dust build up.

So now the question is; how do the ceramic coatings provide superior thermal resistance in thicknesses of a few tens of thousandths of an inch? The literature for most of these products is less than clear on this topic. Some claim a very low thermal conductivity, while others allude to superior resistance to heat flow by radiation. How can a designer or owner compare the thermal performance and value of traditional insulation materials against the “high tech” ceramic coatings? To measure in-place performance on actual surfaces operating above ambient temperature, NAIMA hired an independent, NAVLAP certified testing laboratory to perform comparison tests under carefully controlled conditions.

### Thermal Performance Testing Results

Two brands of commercially available coatings were tested over a range of temperatures and reasonable application thicknesses. An apparatus was designed and built to measure the heat loss from bare steel pipe and steel pipes coated with commercially available insulation products. The apparatus was able to determine the heat loss from a pipe with relatively thin thicknesses of coatings and a specimen of ½ inch thick mineral fiber pipe insulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Coating Testing$^1$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coating A at 0.053 inches (53 mils)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coating A at 0.113 inches (113 mils)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coating B at 0.0235 inches (23.5 mils)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coating B at 0.0595 inches (59.5 mils)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Comparison of Heat Flows from Insulated Pipes with Data from Bare Pipe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Del T (°F)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ambient temperature approximately 90°F

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3: Thermal Resistances Estimated from a Comparison of Measured Heat Flux Data and Heat Fluxes Calculated Using ASTM C 680</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pipe Insulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coating A (53 mils)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coating A (113 mils)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coating B (23.5 mils)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coating B (59.5 mils)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>½-in. mineral fiber</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Process temperature 190°F and exterior air 90°F
Includes the exterior film resistance
Thermal Resistances are based on the heat flux at the pipe outside diameter
Coatings Provide Low “Touch Temperature”
One of the strongest selling tactics used by some coatings manufacturers is that a person can readily sense a lower “touch temperature” when comparing a coated surface to an adjoining bare metal surface. People may draw the conclusion from this demonstration that the coating is a very effective insulator. In fact, while there will be a perceptible reduction in surface temperature due to the addition of a thin layer of any non-metallic material, much of the difference in “touch temperature” is due to the higher thermal diffusivity of the metallic surface compared to a non-metallic material. Even at the same temperature, the higher thermal diffusivity of the metallic surface conducts heat more rapidly to the hand, making it feel warmer.

Lower touch temperature should not be confused with effectiveness as a thermal insulator. While it “feels” as if the coating is insulating the hot surface, the coating is not thick enough to provide meaningful reductions in heat loss. As shown in Table 2, the coatings tested had over twice the heat loss of compared to ½ inch of mineral fiber pipe insulation. These coatings would not be considered adequate by today’s commercial energy standards, which require at least ½ inch of thermal insulation.

Summary
Despite some outstanding thermal performance claims by some coatings manufacturers, there are no shortcuts when it comes to energy efficiency, protection against heat loss for process control, controlling condensation and reducing greenhouse gas emissions. Insulation system designers need to know that the insulation systems they specify will perform to the design spec for the life of the system. Also, the insulation material itself should be protected against water incursion to maintain the thermal value, and to keep the insulation pipes beneath corrosion free.

Arguably there may be some instances were coatings could be suitable for use - to lower burn potentials in some hard to insulate areas, for example. However, qualified insulation contractors are experienced in insulating the types of surfaces typically found with pipes and equipment.
About NAIMA

NAIMA is the association for North American manufacturers of fiber glass, rock wool, and slag wool insulation products. Its role is to promote energy efficiency and environmental preservation through the use of fiber glass, rock wool, and slag wool insulation, and to encourage the safe production and use of these materials.

For more information, contact:

NAIMA
44 Canal Center Plaza, Suite 310
Alexandria, VA 22314
Phone: 703-684-0084
Fax: 703-684-0427
www.naima.org

NAIMA Commercial & Industrial Committee Members (CI):

CertainTeed Corp.
P.O. Box 860
Valley Forge, PA 19482
800-233-8990
www.certainteed.com

Industrial Insulation Group, LLC
2100 Line Street
Brunswick, GA 31520
912-264-6372
www.iig-llc.com

Johns Manville
P.O. Box 5108
Denver, CO 80217
800-654-3103
www.jm.com

Knauf Insulation
One Knauf Drive
Shelbyville, IN 46176
800-825-4434
www.knaufinsulation.us

Owens Corning
One Owens Corning Parkway
Toledo, OH 43659
800-GET-PINK
www.owenscorning.com

Roxul Inc.
551 Harrop Drive
Milton, Ontario L9T 3H3
800-265-6878
www.roxul.com
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